THE MISSION OF THE HIGHLAND HEIGHTS FIRE DEPARTMENT IS TO
PROTECT THE LIVES AND PROPERTY OF ALL RESIDENTS, BUSINESSES AND
THE GENERAL PUBLIC WITHIN THE CITY LIMITS OF HIGHLAND HEIGHTS.
WE WILL ACCOMPLISH THIS WHILE MAKING SAFETY THE PRIORITY FOR
OUR MEMBERS AND THE PUBLIC.
THE DEPARTMENT WILL ALSO DELIVER ASSISTANCE TO ALL CITIES AND
VILLAGES TO WHICH OUR CITY RELIES ON FOR LIKE ASSISTANCE. THE
DELIVERY OF ALL SERVICES WILL BE CONSISTENT WITH THE HIGHEST
QUALITY AT THE LOWEST COST TO RESIDENTS.
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FIRE DEPARTMENT
William R. Turner
Chief of Fire

To:

Honorable Mayor Chuck Brunello, Jr.

From:

Chief William R. Turner

Subject:

2021 Fire Department Annual Report

Date:

February 22, 2022

On behalf of all members of the Highland Heights Fire Department, it is my privilege to present
the 2021 Annual Report. As in the past, this report provides a brief “overview” of the
department’s operation, activities and accomplishments made during the past year.
In 2021, members of the department continued to deal with the challenges of Covid-19 and the
many variants that have occurred. Covid-19 continues to challenge every aspect of the
department’s operations and many of our daily routines. The department was able to begin
offering public education and training activities, only at a reduce capacity, and with many
restrictions. Despite this, and with the uncertain risks to one’s own health, and the health of
their families, our members have continued to provide care and comfort to those in need, the
residents and business community we serve.
The department continues to work with and support the operations of the Tri-Community CERT
team. The mission of the Tri-Community CERT team is to aid the Public Safety Departments in
our communities and be prepared to deploy to other communities when needed. In 2021, the
CERT team assisted with several vaccination clinics, in cooperation with the County Board of
Health and Mayfield School District. During 2021, the CERT received a request from the
Richmond Heights CERT team, requesting to merge with the Tr-Community Team. Both the TrCommunity CERT Board and three-member Fire Chiefs approved the addition of Richmond
Heights to the team.
The Fire Department continues to support and sponsor the Boy Scouts of America Troop 461.
The department also continues to support Aluminum Cans for Burned Children (A.C.B.C.) with
our on-site recycling program.
In late 2021, the Mayor and City Council approved several major repairs to the Fire and Police
Building, including the complete replacement of the roof, new insulation, new HVAC and
interior renovations. This project is budgeted at just under five-million dollars and will begin
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mid to late 2022. These renovations will improve the working conditions in the building,
improve operational efficiencies and extend the life of the structure.
As I often say, the fire service is continually changing and adapting to meet the needs of the
people we serve. The Fire Department has become an “All Hazards” organization responding to
fire, emergency medical, hazardous materials and technical rescue calls. The department will
continue to seek innovative ways to maintain and improve these and other services while
remaining committed to the needs of our customers, the residents and business partners in
Highland Heights.
The Fire Department was able to accomplish many goals during 2021, including:
 Replacement of 2003 Ambulance
 Replace EMS Chase vehicle
 Replace outdated, non-compliant firefighter turnout gear
 Replace outdated, Window - 7 computers
 Repair rear bay doors
 Replace front bay doors with energy efficient doors (NOPEC Grant)
 Replacement of non-supported mobile and portable radios
 Station renovations

Goals for 2022 and the near future include:
 Hire one addition Firefighter/Paramedic to provide 6 members per shift
 Hire additional part time firefighter/paramedics to augment staffing
 Replace 2011 Pick-up truck
 Install In-Station Alerting to link Dispatch Centers
The following are the standard operations of the Fire Department:
50 Hour Work Week for shift personnel
2 shifts – 5 Fire Fighters and 1 Lieutenant
1 shift – 4 Fire Fighters and 1 Lieutenant
Current complement:
1
1
4
14
4

Chief
Assistant Chief
Lieutenants (3 Shift & 1 Fire Prevention)
Full time fire fighters
Part time fire fighters
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The total revenues brought in by the Fire Department in 2021 include:
Ambulance billing
Fire Prevention billing
EMS Grant
FEMA Grant
Ohio BWC
Total

$ 292,651.00
$ 43,126.00
$
2632.78
$
0.00
$
0.00
$ 338,409.78

In addition to the grants listed above, the department also participated in a regional grant request
for an incident scene rehab truck, which was approved. The cost share for participating
communities will be paid for by the County.
In closing, I would like to thank the City Administration, Members of Council and all
Department Heads for their support during 2021. I would also like to thank all Fire Department
employees for their hard work, dedication and devotion to the department and our community. I
look forward to working with the Administration, Members of Council and all employees of the
City of Highland Heights in the years to come.

Sincerely,

Chief William R. Turner
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HIGHLAND HEIGHTS FIRE DEPARTMENT
OPERATIONS REPORT FROM THE ASSISTANT CHIEF
2021
2021 was a small return to normalcy after the COVID outbreak of 2020. Although the
pandemic was still throughout the area, it came in waves and variants which taxed our
department in different ways than the previous year. Enhanced Personal Protective Equipment
was still required, however, the required use of this began to lessen as the year grew on due to
changes within the many variants of the virus. Due to the uncertainties caused by the pandemic
with finances, we still remain with 1 shift short a Firefighter / Paramedic. This would prove
costly as the year progressed, causing the need for overtime coverage to sky rocket. I will detail
specifics of the department operations within the remainder of this report.
CALL VOLUMES:
In 2021, members of Highland Heights Fire Department responded to 1,683 calls for
service. This was an 12% increase in overall call volume from 2020. This increase, compared to
2020, is a sign of the return to normalcy we began to experience. Despite 2021 beginning with
relatively low call volume (similar to 2020 numbers), the need for service quickly grew and
nearly surpassed our busiest year, falling short by only 4 calls. It is fair to anticipate call
volumes will grow in 2022, and certainly 2023 with the planned opening of another senior care
facility.
STAFFING:
In 2021, the city was not able to fund the hire of an additional Firefighter / Paramedic as
requested to equalize the shifts at 1 Lieutenant and 5 Firefighters per shift. We remain with 2 out
of 3 shifts with 1 Lieutenant and 5 Firefighter / Paramedics (A and B Shifts); C Shift remains at
1 Lieutenant and 4 Firefighter / Paramedics. The minimum staffing of operations has remained
at 4 members since 1989. With 2 shifts now at 6 members overall, part time staff was only
needed to maintain minimum staffing on 1 shift on a regular basis as it is needed on the shift
with 5 members; 2 members are allowed off at any time. We were able to work within the
budget for part time wages to maintain a staffing level of 5 when part time was available and
needed on the 2 - 6 member shifts. Weekdays, The Chief, Fire Prevention Lieutenant, and I help
cover calls for service when needed. A 5-member minimum staffing allows for greater and safer
command presence on faster developing fire scenes, allows for the shift officer to take a
command presence in fires and not be committed to the interior of a fire. This staffing can also
allow for 2 simultaneous ambulance calls to be covered by HHFD members regardless of how
close in time they are dispatched. We were unable to maintain the 5-member staffing level
throughout the year as part time engagement and employment were down. This is evidenced by
the fact that there were 5 calls for service in 2021 that there were no Highland Heights Fire
Department members on scene. By the end of 2021, overtime had to be used extensively to
maintain just minimum staffing. This was due to multiple factors including scheduled time off by
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members and less availability of the part time staff. This was partially compounded by illnesses
of shift members or their family mostly due to the pandemic.
The need for the 21st Full Time member will not decrease, as call volume will continue to
increase. The need to fully staff all three shifts will continue to be ever apparent. In 2021,
approximately 20% of the time calls overlapped, meaning concurrent. This is going to continue
to increase as call volume continues to increase. There is a clear, definable need for that member
now, and the need must be addressed as a high priority for the city. Relying on part time
members to meet minimum staffing has been an ongoing challenge for many years. Quality
candidates for part time are low across this area as there is no longer a multitude of
firefighter/paramedics attempting to enter the fire service. We currently have only 4 part time
members; this is not due to a lack of trying; it is due to a lack of candidates. All 4 of our part
time members are full time firefighters at other departments; this means they have less time to
work at this department. We invest money to outfit and train them, make them a quality
firefighter/paramedic and they typically will be hired as a full-time firefighter/paramedic at
another department. This is the cycle of a part time fighter that we have been battling with since
the department began utilizing part time firefighters. This cycle is faced by all combination
departments in North East Ohio. Despite our best efforts, all departments are competing to hire
from the same shrinking pool of qualified individuals. Firefighter and Paramedic training
programs across the area are seeing a decrease in enrollment. Students that are going through
Paramedic training are electing to go towards hospital jobs rather then the Fire Service.
PRODUCTIVITY:
Many technological and productivity improvements have been made over the last few
years. In 2021 we are seeing the fruits of that labor as we have streamlined scheduling, reporting
of all types and alarm notifications. Our main systems we use are as follows; Aladtec is our
scheduling software that allows members to remotely log in, see their schedule as well as request
time off. This program integrates into First Arriving Network, which is used as a digital
dashboard in the station; this provides upcoming schedules, events, traffic cameras, and other
pertinent information including alerts for calls for service. Emergency Reporting is utilized as
our main records management system. This program houses all fire reporting, occupancy and
inspection information, training and certifications for the department. Lastly, we began utilizing
Stryker HealthEMS for EMS reporting. This system allows for quicker and more thorough EMS
reporting while allowing better data integrations, as well as providing better Quality Assurance
feedback. Health EMS integrates into Emergency reporting, allowing for more efficient
documentation of EMS calls.
OPERATIONS DIVISION (SHIFTS):
Aside from responding to emergency incidents, many members of the operations division
are assigned other duties which are detailed within this annual report and are represented by their
individual reports submitted. In addition to those duties, all members of the department are
continuously training to better themselves and maintain their certifications. In 2021, the
department members completed 2,296 hours of training.
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Car 850, the primary chase car for EMS calls and command vehicle utilized by the Shift
Officer, was replaced in 2021. The new Car 850 is a 2021 Chevrolet Tahoe Special Service
Vehicle (SSV). As you will see in the statistics pages, as well as reports from years past, this
vehicle responds to the most incidents year after year. It replaced a 2016 Ford Interceptor Utility
(Explorer). That vehicle was renumbered to Car 855 and is utilized by the Fire Prevention
Officer, and is also available as a back up Chase car if 850 is unavailable. By moving this
vehicle to Fire Prevention, we were able to sell the 2013 Ford Explorer that was previously used
by Fire Prevention. The 2013 had begun to experience multiple mechanical problems and was at
the end of useful life as a public safety vehicle.
We were also able to purchase 10 new sets of turnout gear. The gear, made by Morning
Pride, is a new generation of turnout gear that increased safety, wear, and flexibility all while
lightening overall weight. This has now made it so each full-time member has 2 sets of NFPA
compliant gear and each part time member has a set of NFPA compliant gear. The full-time
members have 2 sets so their gear can be properly cleaned after use in fire, and still have a
compliant set available to respond to another call.
Due to end of support by the manufacturer and guidance handed down from the State of
Ohio MARCS Radio system, a majority of our portable and mobile radios would no longer be
supported within 2 years. These radios were mostly from a large regional radio grant in 20082009. We have tried unsuccessfully to replace these radios through grants for 3 years. With the
end of support for these, and due to highly discounted pricing, the decision was made to allocate
future capital funds in order to replace all of these radios. In total, 12 portable radios, 13
portable chargers, 9 mobile radios and a new bank charger were purchased in 2021. We expect
delivery of these radios by end of the 1st quarter of 2022. This will again allow us to have 1
standardized model of portable, and 1 standardized mobile radio within the department that will
be supported and compliant for years to come. By purchasing these radios now as opposed to
waiting, saved the city over $25,000.
FIRE PREVENTION BUREAU:
The Fire Prevention Bureau continued to be active in its pursuit of safety for 2021.
Despite this, the department ended with 711 fire inspections as well as plan reviews for the
multiple construction projects that have been completed or are currently in process of
completion. These inspections are scheduled and predominately completed by Lt. Timothy
Nelson, the Fire Prevention Officer. In 2021, the Shift Lieutenants as well as the Chief and I
also completed inspections as needed. The Bureau had also reviewed and inspected multiple
new construction, additions and renovation projects throughout 2021.
In addition, the Fire Prevention Bureau also requires permits for hazardous materials used
at local businesses when required by local ordinances and the Ohio Fire Code. Utilizing a permit
system for hazardous materials used within the city, gives the Fire Department a working
knowledge of the dangers we may face in the event of a fire or hazmat incident at a business. All
Fire prevention activities are documented electronically and are now also billed out
electronically. These systems have allowed us to maximize productivity in all facets of Fire
Prevention.
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NEEDS:
We are fortunate to have the support of the City Administration in our operations of the
entire department. The most glaring need is to hire an additional Full Time Firefighter /
Paramedic so all 3 shifts will have the same staffing and always allow for a minimum staffing of
5 members. For equipment needs, we have a 5-year capital forecast that outlines the large needs
for the department. Our goal is to keep our front line and reserve fleet current as well as the
technology needed to safely run the department. In 2021, we were able to meet the needs
outlined in my previous report. For 2022, we have already ordered a replacement ambulance for
the 2003 ambulance which is scheduled for delivery in the 2nd quarter of 2022. This will allow
the department to have our frontline ambulances both be less then 10 years old and our reserve
ambulance less than 15. We will also need to look to replace our Utility Vehicle (pickup truck)
as it is a 2011. We will try to order a replacement for this vehicle this year with delivery in
2023; the delay and uncertainty in ordering and delivery is based on the Automotive Industries’
supply issues due to COVID.
Beginning in 2022, we are planning for the upcoming repairs and reconstruction of the
Police and Fire building. Built in 1984, the station no longer meets the needs of the department
or current standards. Thanks to the forethought of the Administration and Council, money has
been budgeted for this project. Envelope Consulting Services has been brought on to identify the
issues and solutions to correct the ongoing deficiencies within this building. Although the
funding level does not allow for any needed expansion, the project will modernize the station to
current recommended standards and prevent further damage from ongoing problems. The lack
of storage and need for some expanded areas will still remain and will need to be addressed as a
long-term planning issue.
CLOSING:
This community is served by an extremely dedicated, skilled and professional team of
responders. This is evidenced by our designation by the Insurance Services Organization (ISO)
as a Class 2 Fire Department as well as our designation as a Mission Lifeline Gold Plus award
winner for 2021. The rating by ISO is evidence of the hard work by all the members of this
Department on Fire related training and calls, while the Mission Lifeline award validates the
high level of care provided during Emergency Medical situations. Thank you to the community
for allowing us to serve them as well as to the Mayor, City Council and Chief Turner for giving
us the tools we need to serve this great community.

SUBMITTED BY:
ASSISTANT CHIEF WILLIAM BERNHARD
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FIRE CHIEF
PARAMEDIC
WILLIAM R. TURNER
ASSISTANT FIRE CHIEF
PARAMEDIC
WILLIAM BERNHARD
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
GINA BISSELL

A SHIFT

B SHIFT

C SHIFT

LIEUTENANT/
PARAMEDIC
JEREMY SMELCER

LIEUTENANT/
PARAMEDIC
DAVID SALTENIS

LIEUTENANT/
PARAMEDIC
KEVIN MADGER

FIREFIGHTER/
PARAMEDIC
GEORGE GLASNEY

FIREFIGHTER/
PARAMEDIC
RON GEROME

FIREFIGHTER/
PARAMEDIC
ROBERT TAGG

FIREFIGHTER/
PARAMEDIC
RICHARD CLARK

FIREFIGHTER/
PARAMEDIC
GIOVANNI DENIGRIS

FIREFIGHTER/
PARAMEDIC
DENNIS LATINI

FIREFIGHTER/
PARAMEDIC
NEIL STARK

FIREFIGHTER/
PARAMEDIC
BRYON BARNA

FIREFIGHTER/
PARAMEDIC
BRETT DUGAS

FIREFIGHTER/
PARAMEDIC
ROBERT TYLER

FIREFIGHTER/
PARAMEDIC
JOHN SAUTO

FIREFIGHTER/
PARAMEDIC
BRANDON
SHREWSBURY

FIREFIGHTER/
PARAMEDIC
MORGAN WALKER

FIREFIGHTER/
PARAMEDIC
DON WALLENFELSZ

FIRE
PREVENTION
LIEUTENANT/
PARAMEDIC
TIM NELSON

PART TIME FIREFIGHTERS

FIREFIGHTER/ PARAMEDIC
PAT VELOTTA

FIREFIGHTER/ PARAMEDIC
KYLE WOODIE

FIREFIGHTER/ PARAMEDIC
DAN CORSILLO

FIREFIGHTER/ PARAMEDIC
DOMINIC MONASTRA

HIGHLAND HEIGHTS FIRE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT ROSTER
2021
FULL TIME EMPLOYEES
Chief William Turner FF, PM, FSI, FI, LFI, CEI, BS
Assistant Chief William Bernhard FF, PM, FSI, FI, EI, LFI, MS, BS
Lt. Jeremy Smelcer* FF, PM, FSI, FI, LFI, CEI, BS, AS
Lt. Tim Nelson¨ FF, PM, FSI, FI, EI, AAI, LFI, BS, AS
Lt. Kevin Madger* FF, PM, FSI, FI, EI, FLSE, BS
Lt. David Saltenis* FF, PM, FSI, FI, LFI, CEI, FSC
Ron Gerome FF, PM
Robert Tagg FF, PM, FSI
Giovanni DeNigris FF, PM, AEI
George Glasney^ FF, PM, AEI, TECC
Dennis Latini FF, PM
Richard Clark FF, PM, BS
Bryon Barna FF, PM
Brett Dugas FF, PM
Neil Stark* FF, PM
Brandon Shrewsbury FF, PM, CEI
Robert Tyler FF, PM
Morgan Walker FF, PM, BS, MS
John Sauto* FF, PM
Donald Wallenfelsz FF, PM, BS

PART TIME EMPLOYEES
Daniel Corsillo FF, PM
Dominic Monastra FF, PM
Patrick Velotta FF, PM
Kyle Woodie FF, PM

CERTIFICATIONS KEY
FIRE CERTIFICATIONS:
FF – Firefighter 2
FI – Fire Instructor LFI – Live Fire Instructor
FSI – Fire Safety Inspector FLSE – Fire and Life Safety Educator
CFIT – Certified Fire Investigation Technician
AAI – Advanced Arson Investigator
* - East Tech Team Member ¨ - Hillcrest / Heights Fire Investigation Strike Force Member

EMS CERTIFICATIONS:
PM – Paramedic
EI – EMS Instructor AEI – Assistant EMS Instructor
TECC - Tactical Emergency Casualty Care
^ - SPAN Swat Medic

CEI – Continuing Education Instructor

DEGREES:
MS – Masters of Science
AS – Associates of Science

BS – Bachelors of Science
FSC – Fire Science Certificate

2021 INCIDENT STATISTICS

YEAR
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020*
2021
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FIRE CALLS
131
110
160
132
144
182
155
166
225
202
171
163
146
163
146
143
167
140
137
256
314
352
330
383
348
335
388
427
448
456
435

EMS CALLS
507
585
553
590
532
602
631
683
610
669
694
725
737
679
729
766
773
808
800
766
942
964
935
1048
1025
1175
1153
1216
1239
1043
1248

TOTAL CALLS
638
695
713
722
676
784
786
849
835
871
865
888
883
842
875
909
940
948
937
1022
1256
1316
1265
1431
1373
1510
1541
1643
1687
1499
1683

2021 INCIDENT STATISTICS
INCIDENT BREAKDOWN
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2021 INCIDENT STATISTICS
INCIDENTS PER VEHICLE

EMS TRANSPORT DESTINATIONS
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HIGHLAND HEIGHTS FIRE DEPARTMENT
EMS REPORT
2021
2021 was a steady year in EMS for Highland Heights. We responded to a total of 1,248
EMS calls with 1,303 total patient interactions. Due to call volume, mutual aid squads were
utilized 12 times. Many times, a member of the department could respond to meet the mutual
aid squad, but the department was unable to transport due to insufficient manpower. We are still
at the same minimum staffing levels as we were in 1989 when we ran one third of the EMS calls.
This number would be significantly higher if it were not for the utilization of our chase vehicle
(Car 850). The current use of this vehicle allows the second squad to be staffed many times even
when we are at our minimum staffing levels.
The Chase / Command Vehicle, Car 850, responds to the most calls every year. This
vehicle was replaced in 2021 with a 2021 Chevrolet Tahoe, replacing a 2016 Ford Interceptor
Utility. The storage /command box in the rear of this vehicle was custom built to house the EMS
equipment we carry on this vehicle. 850 is ALS equipped with a Lifepak 15 Cardiac Monitor
and ALS Jump Bag including IV supplies, trauma supplies and advanced airway equipment.
The Department consists of 20 Full Time paramedics, and 4 Part Time Paramedics. Of
the full-time members, the department has 3 EMS Instructors, 2 Assistant EMS Instructors and 4
Con Ed Instructors that will teach under our Continuing Education Site approval. 5 of the
instructors are American Heart Association (AHA) Basic Life support instructors; three are AHA
Advanced Cardiac Life Support Instructors, and two are AHA Pediatric Advanced Life Support
instructors. This educational knowledge is a part of why this department excels in EMS Care.
Continuing in 2021, the dispatchers attended many of our continuing education sessions
that our provided by the hospital. This helps them understand what the department does after we
arrive in conjunction with their Emergency Medical Dispatch Certification. As part of this
program, Assistant Chief Bernhard serves as a Quality Assurance / Quality Improvement
reviewer on calls where Emergency Medical Dispatch instructions were given. We will work
with the dispatchers to continue to integrate them into our EMS training so they can stay up to
date on current EMS trends and treatments.
This year we continued using Health EMS as our EMS reporting software. University
Hospitals was gracious enough to cover the costs of the program and also provided us with 2
Apple iPads to use on our squads. This system allows us to upload our EMS reports to the State
of Ohio which then enables our department to receive funding from the Ohio EMS Grant. It also
allows for direct Quality Assurance / Quality Improvement by having all EMS calls reviewed by
A.C. Bernhard or I, as well as Dr. Spaner, our medical director. It also provides us the ability to
have metrics pre-determined to allow us to easily see when high acuity procedures are performed
or high-risk medications are given.
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Highland Heights Fire Department continued to receive Medical Direction from
University Hospitals EMS Training and Disaster Preparedness Institute under Dr. Donald
Spaner. The partnership with University Hospitals has allowed our paramedics the best in
education as well as advanced medications and procedures that were not available previously.
One of the main advancements was the ability for our paramedics to perform a procedure called
Rapid Sequence intubation. This procedure allows our paramedics to control a person’s airway
when they can no longer protect it themselves. This occurs by the crews’ administration of a
sedative drug followed by a paralytic drug; these drugs combined allow for the endotracheal tube
to be inserted in occasions where it otherwise may not be able to. Highland Heights is one of
only a few departments in northeast Ohio to carry these medications and perform this procedure.
The University Hospitals EMS Training and Disaster Preparedness Institute along with
Dr. Don Spaner continued to provide continuing education to the members of the department.
Most of these classes are held on three consecutive days to ensure each shift receives the
education. In 2021 a variety of topics were covered including pediatrics, cardiac, stroke,
geriatrics, trauma and drug abuse. The topics that are lectured on are chosen to help our
paramedics meet the renewal requirements for the State of Ohio. As a Paramedic, each must
receive a of 86 total hours of continuing medical education in a three-year period including 12
hours of pediatrics, 8 hours of trauma, 4 hours of geriatric and 6 hours of cardiac to include
Advanced Cardiac Life Support. In addition, the Department is also a State of Ohio Continuing
Education site. With this accreditation, we hold internal Continuing Education Courses to
supplement the offerings from University Hospitals. We focus these courses mainly on critical
skills reviews. Assistant Chief Bernhard is the Site Coordinator.
We continued to deal with the difficulties presented by the COVID pandemic. The way
we responded to calls, the extra precautions we as a department had to take on calls, and just the
way of life within our fire department was a big adjustment. To adhere to the CDC
recommendations, we as a department, had to wear mask when we were unable to social
distance, separate while eating dinner to maintain the 6ft, and change our sleeping arrangements.
Due to the pandemic, there was a national shortage of PPE for the fire service. Where
there is normally an ample supply PPE (personal protective equipment) on any normal year, we
were challenged by being limited by suppliers of what we were able to purchase. Though the
tireless efforts of Chief Turner and Assistant Chief Bernhard they were able to appropriate
enough PPE so we were adequately protected on a daily basis. We were also part of a regional
grant to attain more of the required PPE, including masks, N95masks, gowns and eye protection.
As the year progressed, the county began receiving this PPE as well. We were then able to
replenish our stock levels. In order to improve our cleaning procedures, Squad 841 had a UV
disinfecting light system installed in January. This is a similar process to disinfecting with the
moonbeam system, but is permanently installed in the vehicle and can be activated by the push
of a button after any call when needed.
It is with much excitement to announce that we will be taking delivery of a brand new 2022
Horton Freightliner Squad this year. This squad will be taking the place of our aging 2003
Horton ambulance. We try to keep a rotation where our squads are no more that 15 years old at
any given time. The new squad will meet our daily demands with more compartmentation, the
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addidtion of an extended cab, and also the benefits of all the latest saftery features. The interior
of the patient module will be almost identical to our latest squad, with some improvements to
cabinetry to allow for safer transporting. This squad will also be equipped with the same UV
disinfecting light system as 841. Due to mechanical issues of our fleet and suply issues when
repairs are needed, it hase become even mor crucial to maintain 3 squads at all times.

We have outlined the following Goals for 2022 for EMS:
 Bring in advanced level of EMS Training
o I would like to see us as a department take our already superior level of EMS
training to the next level and bring in a Pig Lab Course. Individuals will train on
actual pig lungs. We would purposely damage the lungs to mimic traumatic
events that human lungs may go through and become more knowledgeable on
how to care for that pt.
 Proactively Replace Other EMS Equipment
o While staying within the EMS budget, we will try and continue to replace
equipment including bags and cases prior to their failure so they can be rotated to
other vehicles where they will be used less frequently.
o We have been able to utilize the EMS budget and grant awards to accomplish this
goal. The EMS equipment carried and used by Highland Heights has never
previously been in such good working order.
 Outfit and Place the New Squad in-service
o When we receive the new Squad, we will need to outfit the needed equipment into
vehicle. Much of the equipment will be taken directly from the vehicle it is
replacing. We will also assure that all members are trained in safe operation of
the vehicle. It will then be placed into service. We anticipate delivery by May,
and our goal would be to have the squad in service within a month of delivery.
I would like to thank the Mayor, City Council, and the Fire Department Administration
for their continued support of Emergency Medical Services within this department. With your
continued support we are the most highly trained and one of the most well-respected EMS
services in the Northeast Ohio! This is evidenced by our department earning the American Heart
Association Mission Lifeline Gold Plus Award for EMS Cardiac Care for a second straight year.
Submitted by:
LIEUTENANT DAVID A. SALTENIS
EMS COORDINATOR
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HIGHLAND HEIGHTS FIRE DEPARTMENT
FIRE PREVENTION BUREAU
2021
The City of Highland Heights Codified Ordinance 1501.26(c) requires a fire inspector to
witness the annual testing of private fire hydrants, fire alarm systems, fire door drop testing, and
annual sprinkler system inspections – as well as witness semi-annual testing of all commercial
kitchen hood suppression systems. New for 2021, local ordinance Chapter 732 was created for
the regulation / inspection of all Mobile Food Units (MFU) operating within the city. The Fire
Prevention Officer (FPO) is also required to perform annual Fire / Life-Safety (walk-through)
inspections of every commercial business, school, healthcare facility, and place of worship
within the city. Additionally, the FPO witnesses all fire drills and tornado drills at Millridge
Elementary, St. Paschal School, and the Mayfield High School Excel-TECC Cosmetology Lab
located in Alpha Park. The FPO also assists the Building Department by providing written
commentary for all fire / life-safety components within their plan review as well as witness final
acceptance testing of all fire / life-safety systems prior to issuance of a new occupancy permit.
Lastly, the FPO is responsible for the issuance of all permits such as: annual operating permits,
fire-hydrant-use permits, hazardous material permits, hot-works permits, and (new for 2021)
Mobile Food Unit annual operating permits.
In between all the afore-mentioned tasks – the FPO must find time to perform numerous
re-inspections ensuring all fire code violations noted during previous inspections have been
corrected.
We continued “Company” Fire / Life Safety (walk-through) inspections by our on-duty
firefighters (cross-trained
as fire-inspectors) within
Alpha Park. Company Fire
/ Life-Safety inspections
were performed in between
regular station duties &
emergency calls. This new
“teamwork-approach” has
proven to be extremely
helpful. Working together,
we were able to perform
722 inspections and noted
635 fire code violations in
2021.
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•

244 Permits were issued through the Fire Prevention Bureau
o 224 Annual Operating Permits
o 2 Construction Permits
o 2 Hot-Works Permit
o 4 Fire Hydrant Use Permits
o 2 Mobile Food Unit Permits
o 10 Tent Permits

•

The Fire Prevention Bureau invoiced a total dollar amount of $42,935.80 in 2021 including:
o $23,250.80 Inspection Fees
o $17,975 Permit Fees

Respectfully submitted by,
LIEUTENANT TIMOTHY J. NELSON
FIRE PREVENTION OFFICER
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HIGHLAND HEIGHTS FIRE DEPARTMENT
TRAINING REPORT
2021
In 2021, the fire department continued training in both fire related topics and EMS.
Firefighting related drills are conducted the first and third Mondays of the month, with each shift
completing the same drill on Tuesday and Wednesday. Part-timers are permitted to attend these
days if they are not working on shift. EMS training is held on the second and fourth weeks of the
month. The first week being a run review or EMS continuing education and the second week
being an on shift mega code or online training. The EMS continuing education is provided by
University Hospitals. In addition to these scheduled drills, informal tabletop or tailboard drills
are also conducted throughout the shift. Department members also attend regional drills and
outside classes when possible. The total training hours attended by fire department personnel in
2021 was 2296 hours.
Our fire department training covers a large scope
of topics including safety, building construction,
hazardous materials, tactics and operations, vehicle
extrication, apparatus driving and pump operations,
ladder operations, rapid intervention crew training, and
rescue task force, amongst others. Training is in
lecture/power point, video and hands-on format.
In 2021 some of the highlighted topics included:
•

Members completed Ice Rescue training with
the Mustang Ice Rescue Suits

•

Members attended a joint Rescue Task Force
Training with Richmond Heights Police and
Fire Departments

•

Ken’s Towing provided three vehicles for
department members to use for extrication
training and training with the Paratech
equipment

•

Members of the East Tech Rescue Team
completed monthly trainings with the team.
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•

2 members of the East Tech Rescue Team participated in a regional Region 2 large
scale incident drill

•

The Fire Investigation Unit held monthly meetings and trainings

•

1 member of the regional FIU team attended the NEOFPA three-day conference

•

Members attended a Hazardous Materials Operation Refresher

•

Members took part in a
driving simulator
course provided by the
Ohio Fire Academy,
hosted by Richmond
Heights Fire
Department.

In 2022, training will
continue to focus on the latest
information available and we will
continue efforts to train with
mutual aid departments when
possible. Efforts are being made to
have monthly regional training
sessions with Hillcrest and Heights
area departments. We will
continue to take advantage of any
training opportunity that arises
within the city and the region.
Adjacent is a report that contains a
tally of training hours completed
by personnel in 2021.

SUBMITTED BY:
LIEUTENANT JEREMY SMELCER
TRAINING OFFICER
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HIGHLAND HEIGHTS FIRE DEPARTMENT
2021 PUBLIC EDUCATION ANNUAL REPORT
2021 Public Education in the Highland Heights Fire Department was able to increase
productivity after a down turn of the Covid-19 pandemic. Public education did not have any
set goals in 2021 because of the unknown circumstances with the virus. The department was
able to host and participate in education courses with modifications to adhere to CDC safety
recommendations while still meet curriculum requirements. The major changes in safety
protocols for public education were limiting number of participants in CPR courses and not
performing, but reviewing, mouth to mouth and mouth to mask ventilations. Currently,
Highland Heights Fire Department has five American Heart Certified CPR instructors: Chief
William Turner, Assistant Chief William Bernhard, Lt. Kevin Madger, Lt. Timothy Nelson
and Firefighter Morgan Walker.
Schools:
•

Millridge Elementary School:
Due to Covid-19 restrictions we were unable to conduct the annual BAT (Basic Aid
Training) for the 4th grader. We were able to participate and cook for the Annual Hot
Dog Cook Out on the last day of school.

•

St. Pascals School: In 2020 we were able to do the BAT Training for the first time at
St. Pascals, however in 2021 we were unable to participate in BAT due to Covid-19.
Covid-19 also prevented CPR training for the 7th and 8th graders at St. Pascals

•

Goddard School: Goddard School had 8 members of their staff receive training in
Adult/Child/Infant CPR/AED and First Aid in accordance to the American Heart
Association’s guidelines. The 4-year-old class did come to the fire station for a tour
and a small fire safety presentation which totaled 23 children.

•

Play Academy: On duty members attended Play Academy for a touch a truck event
with department vehicles where 35 children participated in a fire safety lesson.

Businesses: In 2021, the public education was able to rebound from 2020. All current
members of the Highland Heights Police Department (37) were trained in CPR/AED, Narcan
Administration, Stop the Bleed and first aid. 14 members of the Stone Water Golf Course
were trained in CPR/AED and first aid. Five employees from JET Industries were trained in
CPR/AED, first aid and Stop the Bleed. Also, 19 employees of their employees were trained
in fire extinguisher use.
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Public: Education for the public was able to rebound as well with 31 residents being trained
in CPR/AED, 13 of which also were trained in Stop the Bleed. The department was also able
to welcome back in station tours where 34 residents (adults and children) were given glimpse
into the life of a firefighter. We also participated in a number of birthdays, graduation
parades and block parties. Chief Turner and Assistant Chief Bernhard drove the Easter
Bunny through the city, but unfortunately the Santa event was cancelled due to weather. The
department also had a first aid tent and fire prevention material at the Highland Heights
Community Day. We also gave tours of the trucks and ambulances at the event. Personnel
from Highland Heights and surrounding departments also participated in the Olivia’s Dream
Toys for Tots toy drive with collections at the Mayfield Heights Walmart and Target. That
helped bring in over 11,000 toys for the overall drive for children/families in need in the
Greater Cleveland Area.
Goals: In 2022, we are trying to find grant funding to replace the electronic Bullex Fire
Extinguisher Trainer. In 2021 both electronic extinguishers shorted out and are out of
service. Bullex unfortunately does not have replacement parts for the extinguishers.
The overall goal is to have more of a personal outreach to the schools, public and
businesses with in person classes. Now that pandemic restrictions are lightening in most
businesses, we are hoping to have more participation. We are planning, along with Norman
Noble and Goddard School, training classes. We are also in talks with Millridge School to
bring back the BAT training. I also plan on reaching out to Mayfield Co-Op for a touch a
truck event, and St. Pascals for various trainings we have done in the past with students and
staff.
Lastly, thank you to all the CPR instructors and department personnel who have
helped with public events. With support of the administration and the dedication from the
shifts helping with training classes, we collectively ensure the Highland Heights Fire
Department remains a staple in the community. I hope we can meet and exceed our numbers
of public education training/events in 2021.
SUBMITTED BY:
LIEUTENANT KEVIN MADGER
PUBLIC EDUCATION COORDINATOR
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HIGHLAND HEIGHTS FIRE DEPARTMENT
GRANT APPLICATIONS
2021
Below is the 2021 Grant Activity Summary.
In 2021 We received the following grants:
• Ohio EMS Training and Equipment Grant
We received $2,632.78 from the Priority 1 grant. This money was used to
purchase a replacement handheld Pulse Oximeter, Lifepak 15 vehicle mount,
replacement Pediatric Advance Life Support Response bags and other various
EMS equipment.
•

FEMA Federal Assistance to Firefighters Grant (AFG)
Highland Heights was part of a successful regional grant with many of the
Fire Departments in Cuyahoga County for a Regional Command Vehicle.
This vehicle will be available for response throughout Cuyahoga County. The
local share of this grant was covered by Cuyahoga County; therefore, no share
will be needed from Highland Heights.

In 2021, the following grants were applied for:
• Ohio EMS Training and Equipment Grant
This grant was awarded as shown above. The funding cycle for this grant has
changed; requests are made by April and funds must be expended by the end
of the calendar year.
•

FEMA Federal Assistance to Firefighters Grant (AFG)
Equipment Grant
The department applied for a FEMA AFG grant to replace all outdated radios,
both mobile and portable. The Motorola XTS/XTL platform of radios were
funded by previous grants and have been in service longer than their useable
life. This would bring all radios up to the current standards; the current
XTS/XTL platform can no longer be serviced if they malfunction. This
request was for $173,789.00. This is the same grant we applied for in 2020.
We were notified in late 2021 that this grant was not funded, again.

In 2022, we will continue to aggressively identify grant opportunities to better our
department. We have already submitted a request for the FEMA AFG Equipment grant for
replacement hose and nozzles and will again be submitting for the FEMA SAFER grant.

SUBMITTED BY:
ASSISTANT CHIEF WILLIAM BERNHARD
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HIGHLAND HEIGHTS FIRE DEPARTMENT
GEAR ANNUAL REPORT
2021
Turn out gear has the potential to be worn daily and serves as a critical piece of
equipment to ensure firefighters can accomplish their jobs safely and efficiently. It also
serves a purpose in keeping firefighters safe on motor vehicle collisions by keeping them
protected and highly visible to passing motorists. It is imperative that the gear worn by
firefighters be kept up to date and on a constant rotation to be replaced to ensure the safety of
the firefighters relying on it during their everyday activities. NFPA 1851 is the standard that
governs firefighters gear and mandates that gear be replaced after 10 years of being in
service.
Currently, all fire fighters primary gear meets this requirement. We are currently in
the process of cycling out gear to assure all full-time firefighter gear meet these criteria.
During the year 2021, the department purchased 10 new sets of gear. With this purchase, all
primary gear has been manufactured within the past 3-4 years. As each member’s gear gets
replaced, their current gear becomes their backup gear. Thus, within the last 3–4-year time
period, all Full Time Operations members primary and backup gear meet NFPA’ s
requirements. All primary Part time gear currently meets this requirement.
As mentioned above, during the 2021 year, 10 new sets of gear were purchased for
full time members and placed into service. This gear is the newest spec manufactured by
Morning Pride. The 3 trial sets of gear purchased in 2019 by Fire Dex will remain in service,
but Highland Heights made the decision to go with Morning Pride again due to its faster
production times and higher quality throughout the industry. Emergency Reporting
continues to be used to monitor and track gear usage. Inspections of all gear will be
completed early 2022. The department looks to continue moving forward and meeting all
current NFPA standards and maintaining them while giving its members the best gear
available to ensure safe and effective operations while on the emergency scene.

SUBMITTED BY:
FIREFIGHTER RICHARD CLARK
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HIGHLAND HEIGHTS FIRE DEPARTMENT
RADIO ANNUAL REPORT
2021
Radios are used to stay in constant communication, whether it is an EMS call, a fire
call, or special events throughout the city. Our current radios also allow us to communicate
with neighboring departments to provide efficient mutual aid when responding to another
city in their time of need. Over the years, the systems we operate on and channels we use
have been modified and changed to be more user friendly and more efficient in times of
emergency. Radios continue to be an integral part of daily operations and are necessary to
continue serving the citizens of Highland Heights in the most efficient manner possible and
to maintain safe working conditions encountered daily. Currently, The Highland Heights
Fire Department owns and operates the radios listed below. All radios are Motorola brand.
During 2021, Motorola discontinued support for the XTS / XTL Platform. Due to this,
replacements were ordered to replace all XTL and XTS radios. This will now allow us to
have all portables the same, as well as mobiles, that are all the newest technology.
841

842

843
811
812

821

850

1 - Portable XTS5000
1 - Mobile 800 XTL5000
1 - Low Band COM1250
1-Portable XTS5000
1-Mobile 800 XTL5000
1-Low Band COM1250
1-Mobile 800 XTL5000
3-Mobile APX 4500
3-Portable XTS2500I
1-Mobile 800 XTL5000
1-Low Band COM1250
4- David Clark headsets w/ 4 spare batts
3-Portable XTS2500I
2-Mobile 800 XTL2500
1-Low Band COM1250
4- David Clark headsets w/ 4 spare batts
1-Portable XTS2500
2-Mobile 800 APX 6500
1-Low Band CM300d

851

852

855

1 - Portable XTS2500I
1-Mobile 800 XTL5000
1-Low Band COM1250
1-Portable XTS2500
1-Mobile 800 XTL2500
1-Low Band COM1250
1-Mobile 800 XTL5000

Shift Radios

5-Portable APX 6000XE
(800-1 through 800-5)

Lt. Radios

3-Portable APX 6000XE
(856, 857, 858)

Watch Office 1-Mobile 800 XTL5000
1-Mobile Low Band CDM 1250
Chief Radio 1-Portable APX 6000XE (851)
A.C. Radio
1-Portable APX 6000XE (852)
Spare Batteries - 10

SUBMITTED BY:
FIREFIGHTER RICHARD CLARK
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HIGHLAND HEIGHTS FIRE DEPARTMENT
SELF-CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATUS (SCBA) REPORT
2021
As of 2021, the Fire department owns 18 MSA G1 SCBA’S and one Rapid Intervention
(RIT) Pack. We also own 18 MSA spare bottles for each pack. The air packs meet current NFPA
1981 and OSHA standards that include an integrated Personal Alarm Safety System (PASS)
system accountability and Air Management for each pack. There is a spare bottle for each unit,
the department has a total of 36 45-minute carbon fiber bottles. There are two 60-minute carbon
fiber bottles for the RIT pack.
One department member is Level One Maintenance trained, in order to cover routine
cleaning and preventive maintenance. All department members were fit-tested in 2021 per Ohio
Administrative Code specifications. The SCBA Maintenance Book and the department’s
respiratory protection plan were reviewed and are up to date.
The MSA G1 SCBA with Integrated Thermal Imaging Camera provides EVERY
firefighter the ability to see in dark and smoke-filled environments, aiding in the speed and
effectiveness of our operation from the initial 360, to working the fire, overhaul and rescue. This
sight is provided through a Thermal Imaging Camera that is integrated into the G1 SCBA
Control Module, eliminating the need to carry an additional piece of bulky equipment and the
concern of an additional snag hazard. Currently, all 5 SCBA’s carried on Truck 821 have this
feature.
All fulltime Fire Fighters have newer Face pieces that were purchased in 2016 with the
heads-up display feature. This was part of the grant program. The HUD is integrated into the
regulator and projects light into the face piece. The HUD allows the users to see the cylinder
pressure and alarm status while wearing the SCBA. The HUD receives the information on the
SCBA and power from the power module. The HUD consists of 7 LED’s which are separated on
the left and right sides to improve visibility and clarity. A light sensor in the regulator varies the
LED intensity depending on the ambient light condition (optional setting).
The stations breathing air compressor is currently being serviced by Breathing Air
Systems. They continue to perform quarterly air quality checks. Two are taken during the semiannual service of the unit. We passed 4 out of the 4 tests taken this year. The system includes a
breathing air compressor, an on-board carbon monoxide detector, and a Class-2 explosion-proof
2-position fill station.
The Fire Department recently purchased a new respirator fit testing machine; The Portacount respirator fit tester Model 8040 and 8048. The model 8040 is designed to measure fit
factors of respirators with a filter efficiency of 99% or greater. The model 8048 includes a N-95Companion Technology, which can fit test any tight-fitting respirators and all filtering facepiece
air-purifying respirators including the N-95. The new fit testing machine not only allows us to
certify our SCBA masks fit properly, we can now verify that our N-95 mask provide an adequate
seal to help protect us against COVID-19.
SUBMITTED BY FIREFIGHTER RON GEROME
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HIGHLAND HEIGHTS FIRE DEPARTMENT
FIRE HOSE REPORT
2021
All in-service hose was tested per NFPA 1962 specifications. In this guideline all hose is
tested at the indicated pressure for 5 minutes. Supply lines (5”) are tested at 200 psi while attack
lines (1.75”, 2”, 2.5” and 3”) are tested at 250 psi. Newer attack hose is tested at even higher
pressures, which are indicated on the hose jacket; this is typically either 300 or 400 psi. Any
hose failing this test is either repaired or taken out of service depending on the failure type.
NFPA 1962 requires fire hose to be less than 10 years of age. We purchased a new hose tester in
2021 to more efficiently complete this testing. Some hose sections can weigh more than 100 lbs,
therefore we were able to also purchase a hose rolling device that assists in packaging and
movement of hose while decreasing the risk of back injury.
The present hose inventory is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

1 ¾ Inch – 69 Sections of hose
2 Inch - 43 Sections of hose
2 ½ inch - 20 Sections of Hose
3 Inch- 20 Sections of Hose
5-inch supply line, 33 Sections of Hose

All Fire hose that didn’t meet NFPA standards or pass service testing was discarded.
The use of the Roll-N-Rack hose roller has been the best safety appliance we have added to
this fire department. We have reduced time and risk of firefighter injuries.

SUBMITTED BY: FIREFIGHTER GIOVANNI DENIGRIS
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HIGHLAND HEIGHTS FIRE DEPARTMENT
FIRE HYDRANT REPORT
2021
The Highland Heights Fire Department bi-annually inspected and maintained a total
of 773 fire hydrants this year.

The duty-crew flushed, lubricated, and checked all fire hydrants for proper operation
during the spring inspection cycle. All fire hydrants found to be damaged, leaking, nondraining, or otherwise out-of-service are noted on the hydrant check-off sheets as well. Once
the spring inspection cycle is completed, a list is then compiled of all fire hydrants that need
repair or replacement. All general fire hydrant repairs (short of replacement) were performed
by the duty-crew. If a fire hydrant is found to have significant damage (i.e. – broken stem,
hit by a car, etc.), the fire hydrant is marked “out-of-service” and immediately reported to the
Cleveland Water Department for repair / replacement. In 2021 out of 773 fire hydrants, 6
hydrants were marked out of service and forwarded to the Cleveland Water Dept. for
repair/replacement. Cleveland Water Department has repaired/replaced 4 out of the 6
hydrants. Since we performed hydrant inspections, 2 additional hydrants have been marked
as out of service and forwarded to Cleveland Water Dept for replacement. One hydrant on
the city complex was found to be leaking and was replaced by a private contractor in 2021. 2
more hydrants within the city complex were also found to be leaking. These are scheduled
for replacement in 2022.

During the fall inspection cycle all fire hydrants were inspected for obstructions and /
or visible damage. Any fire hydrants found to be non-draining during the spring inspection
were re-inspected and pumped dry to prevent them from freezing during the winter months.

SUBMITTED BY:
FIREFIGHTER DENNIS LATINI
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HIGHLAND HEIGHTS FIRE DEPARTMENT
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
2021
In 2021 we spent $23,410.77 in outsourced repairs for the vehicles and $11,524.16 in vehicle
repair supplies to maintain the vehicles. The outsourced repairs in 2021 are due to taking delivery of the
new Car 850 that required installation of emergency and communications equipment. This figure also
includes increased repair costs for Engine 812 and Truck 821 as they age. With Truck 821 being our
primary structure response vehicle, and at 6 years old, all tires needed to be replaced for this vehicle
which was a substantial expense. The other in-house repairs were preventive maintenance to keep all
vehicles in good working condition.
This year, a 2021 Chevrolet Tahoe was purchase to be the new command vehicle 850. Old 850
was moved to 855, Fire Prevention. Old 855, a 2013 Ford explorer, was sold at auction in 2021. Every
year we conduct Department of Transportation inspections on all Fire Apparatus and annual inspections
on the other department vehicles. All HHFD vehicles passed inspection.
The break down for the expenses is as follows:

The annual ladder tests were completed by CFS Inspections and all our ladders passed the inspection.
Countryside Truck Service Inc. completed our annual apparatus testing, and all our vehicles passed the
inspection.
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The departments vehicle inventory is as follows:
Engine 811
2020 Sutphen Engine
VIN 1S9A1HND6L1003096
Engine 811 serves as the department’s
Rescue Engine. This truck has a 2,000
GPM pump and 1,000-gallon water tank. It
is first out on motor vehicle accidents,
utility calls, and brush / open field fires.
Engine 811 carries extrication, Haz-mat and
rescue equipment.

Truck 821
2015 Sutphen SP70
VIN 1S9A3LNE4F2003036
Truck 821 serves as the department’s
primary structure fire response vehicle.
This truck has a 70’ Aerial Platform, 2,000
GPM pump, 470-Gallon water tank and
30-gallon foam tank. This also responds
for mutual aid requests, utility issues with
buildings, and any issue regarding a
structure.

Engine 812
1998 Sutphen Engine
VIN 1S9A1HLD9W1003066
Engine 812 serves as the department’s
reserve fire apparatus. This truck has a
1,500 GPM pump and 750-gallon water
tank. This engine is a 24-year-old vehicle
and is still suitable as a reserve engine, but
is beginning to have increasing
maintenance costs. This truck may need
to refurnished in the next few years to
allow it to continue as a reserve apparatus.
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Squad 841
2017 International / Horton
Squad 842
2012 International / Horton
VIN 1HTMNMMLXJH753569
VIN 1HTMNAALGCJ557188
Squad 841 and Squad 842 are the primary advanced life support squads used by the department. Both
Squads are equipped with state-of-the-art lifesaving equipment and are nearly identical in layout.

Squad 843 2003 International / Horton
VIN 1HTMNAAM04H620870
Squad 843 is our reserve ALS squad. It can be utilized if
one of the primary squads is down for maintenance, during
special events, and during daytime weekday hours as
personnel availability permits. 843 will be replaced in 2022
as it has served the community for many years.

Car 850
2021 Chevrolet Tahoe
VIN 1GNSKLED1MR407480
850 serves many roles for the department. It is utilized for
EMS calls as the chase vehicle brining an additional
paramedic to the scene. On fire calls, as staffing permits, it
is utilized as an incident command vehicle. This car was
placed into service in 2021. This vehicle responds to the
most incidents for the department annually.
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Car 851
2020 Chevrolet Tahoe
VIN 1GNSKFKC8LR218420
Car 851 is the Chiefs vehicle. This unit is used for response and
inspections by the Chief and serves as a Command Vehicle.

Car 852
2018 Chevrolet Tahoe
VIN 1GNSKFKCXJR367392
Car 852 is the Assistant Chiefs vehicle. This unit is used for response
and inspections by the Assistant Chief and serves as a Command
Vehicle.

Car 855
2016 Ford Interceptor SUV
VIN 1FM5K8AR9GGA28808
Car 855 is the Fire Prevention Vehicle. This unit is used by the Fire
Prevention Officer to complete inspections and respond to calls when
necessary. This is formally Car 850 which replaced a 2013 Ford
Explorer.
Utility 871
2011 Ford F-250
VIN 1FT7W2B69BEA42277
Utility 871 serves as a response vehicle that can be utilized in place of
Car 850 during maintenance and for utility calls as needed. It can
also be utilized to pull the trailer for Utility 872 as well as specialty
team call outs. This vehicle is nearing its end of useful life as the
body is beginning to corrode and it is developing some mechanical
issues.

Utility 872
2016 John Deere XUV
VIN 1M0825GSTM112249
Utility 872 is an all-terrain response vehicle that can be utilized to
transport ill / injured patients out of areas not typically accessible by
one of our squads (park trail, golf courses, etc.). The Heights /
Hillcrest Technical Rescue Team purchased an enclosed trailer that
can accommodate this unit, which can be called for mutual aid and
tech team deployments pulled by Utility 871.

SUBMITTED BY:
FIREFIGHTER BRYON BARNA
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HIGHLAND HEIGHTS FIRE DEPARTMENT
STATION MAINTENANCE
2021
The 2021 station maintenance annual report reflects the duties performed for the entire
year. Fire Department members took care of the usual cleaning, disinfection, minor repairs and
maintenance of the fire station.
In each annual report a list is submitted for future repairs, needed maintenance, and updates
that were completed. In the last 10-15 years, we have been fortunate enough to update some of
the rooms and contents that have not been updated in over 25 years.
This year, due to the continuing of the Covid -19 pandemic, we were still focused on
cleaning and disinfecting the station and keeping our members safe from contracting or
spreading the virus. We were also able to achieve a few much-needed upgrades. The original
front station bay doors were replaced with new steel and glass panel doors. The rear doors were
repaired and brought up to current safety standards. The replacement and repairs of the doors
were from Capital Funding. We received all new energy efficient windows throughout the entire
police and fire building from NOPEC Grant Award funding. Highland Heights Fire Department
signage was also installed on the front of the building. We were able to upgrade some of the
older mattresses in the firefighters’ dormitories from the operating budget.
In addition to all the cleaning and disinfecting, we completed day to day maintenance
projects throughout the year including caulking above the bay doors where the mortar is spalling,
replacing belts on the building vent fans, stripping and waxing floors, minor painting, plumbing
and various small repairs throughout the station.
•

In 2021 we spent
$11,786.95 on outsourced
Land/Building
Maintenance Expenses.
This excludes the
Window replacement
project and Bay Door
replacements / repairs.

•

In 2021 we spent
$3,526.20 on Land &
Building Maintenance
Supplies.

Below is a list of repairs, purchases, and upgrades that were completed in 2020 room by
room.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Training Room: Stripped and waxed floors, regular cleaning, disinfecting and maintenance.
Watch Office: Regular cleaning, disinfecting and maintenance.
Firefighter Dorm: Regular cleaning, disinfecting and maintenance, carpets cleaned, reconfigured to distance duty crew while sleeping.
Firefighter Bathroom: Regular cleaning, disinfecting, minor plumbing, new shower mixers and
shower heads.
Firefighter locker room: Regular cleaning, disinfecting. Floors buffed and waxed.
Mechanisms. Replaced rooftop blower motor and belt and locker room ventilation fan.
Chiefs Office: Regular cleaning, disinfecting and maintenance, carpets cleaned.
Front Office: Regular cleaning disinfecting and maintenance
Front Office Restrooms: Regular cleaning disinfecting and maintenance.
Hallways: Stripped and waxed floors
Day Room: Carpets cleaned, regular cleaning disinfecting and maintenance.
Apparatus Bathroom: Regular cleaning disinfecting and maintenance.
Exterior: Regular cleaning and maintenance.
Apparatus Bays: Caulked all lintels above bay doors. Replaced filters on air Evac system.
Maintenance performed on heating and door systems. Replaced broken door springs.
Kitchen Area: regular cleaning disinfecting and maintenance, floors cleaned and waxed.
The station maintenance shift performed the following tasks.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stripped and re-waxed all department floors.
Replaced filters in station bay ventilation units.
Various plumbing upgrades and maintenance.
Replaced filters on air Evac system.
Replaced broken rooftop ventilation unit belts and fan motors.
Replaced various burnt out or bad bulbs.
All basic day to day maintenance and repairs around the station
Replaced worn or outdated outlets in various rooms.
Replaced ceiling tiles damaged by roof leaks.
Added and maintained vehicle air and electric drops.
Future needed repairs and maintenance updates.
Normally we list projects that we would like to get done over time but in 2022 we have a
large-scale interior and exterior building renovation scheduled that will include a new roof,
interior walls, ventilation, HVAC, insulation. This project will upgrade and the building and
remedy many of the issues plaguing this building over the years. It will also consist of changing
the entire interior layout of the fire department allowing for better utilization of the space we
have. We hope to improve many facets of the station, however, this renovation will not address
all issues we currently have. Proper storage areas are still at a premium, and will need to be
addressed in the future.
SUBMITTED BY: FIREFIGHTER ROBERT TAGG
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HIGHLAND HEIGHTS FIRE DEPARTMENT
SMALL EQUIPMENT ANNUAL REPORT
2021
Air Monitoring Equipment:
• The Sensit Meters used for air monitoring were replaced in 2021 with an MSA Altair
5X. This is now the primary air monitoring meter on 821. An MSA Altair 4XR is
located on 811. We also purchased 2 single gas MSA Altair Carbon Monoxide
meters for use on CO calls to reduce run time on the larger air meters. These Single
Gas meters are house on 811 and 821.
Small Equipment
• Engine 811 is equipped with a Stihl MS462c Ventilation Chain saw and a Stihl TS
440 14” cut saw. It also houses a Stihl MS391 for general purposes. A Generac
GP2200i serves as a power source when 110V is not readily available to us.
Holmatro battery powered extrication equipment was purchased and is in service on
811 as well. All units are part of the Greenline EVO3 series. Finally, 811 is
equipped with a Dewalt cut off saw, handheld blower and saws-all, each powered by
Dewalt’s 60V flexvolt system. The vehicle stabilization kit and air lift bags are
currently in service and make for greater operational efficiency and safety when
working motor vehicle collisions.
• Truck 821 is equipped with a Stihl TS 400 K saw, a Stihl MS 460 chain saw, a Stihl
MS 391, a Honda / Tempest gasoline fan, a new (2018) Tempest Electric Fan, a 110volt DeWalt reciprocating saw and a new DeWalt battery powered reciprocating saw.
All equipment is in good working order. A Generac GP2200i is also in service on
this truck.
• Engine 812 is equipped with Holmatro extrication equipment, all powered by the
Holmatro gas power unit, two Husqvarna 371K saws, a Husqvarna Univent K saw, a
Honda GX270 gasoline fan, and a Honda EU 1000 portable generator. The
Husqvarna saws will need to be replaced in the next few years.
• In the station, 3 Generac GP6500 E generators, obtained in 2014, are ready for
service. During 2021, 2 carburetors needed replaced on 2 of these generators. All 3
generators are currently in good working order.
• The station also houses 4 portable electric pumps for structure floods in the city.
They are in good working order.
Thermal Imagers
• Two ISG X380’s are currently in place on Truck 821, one for the officer and one for
the crew to use. 821 also has 5 SCBA mounted integrated Thermal Imagers that can
be utilized in case of failure of one of the main cameras. An ISG E380 has been
placed on Engine 811 and is in good working order. Engine 812 has an ISG Elite Xr
which is our oldest camera and will need replacement in the next few years.
SUBMITTED BY: FIREFIGHTER RICHARD CLARK
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HIGHLAND HEIGHTS FIRE DEPARTMENT
EAST TECHNICAL RESCUE TEAM REPORT
2020
2021 was still a very trying year for the fire service and that includes our technical
rescue team as well. With the fire service still dealing with the Covid-19 pandemic, the tech
team was able to get to back to some normalcy as compared to the previous year. This year
we were able to do our normal monthly 6-hour trainings. While attending these trainings we
still followed the CDC guidelines to the best of our ability. Whatever was learned at the
monthly tech team trainings, team members would bring back to their respective shift
members and pass along that knowledge to them. When we have a technical rescue call in
our city, the duty crew can also assist tech team members in some capacity.
The Highland Heights Fire Department currently has 5 active members representing
the city on the Hillcrest Technical Rescue Team. The members are Lt. David Saltenis, Lt.
Jeremy Smelcer, Lt. Kevin Madger, FF Neil Stark and FF John Sauto. The rescue team is
made up of members from the following communities: Beachwood, Bedford, Cleveland
Heights, Euclid, Gates Mills, Highland Heights, Lyndhurst, Mayfield Heights, Mayfield
Village, Pepper Pike, Richmond Heights, Shaker Heights, Solon, South Euclid, Willoughby
Hills and University Heights. The team also covers communities in the South East Hazmat
Team jurisdictions as a part of a reciprocating agreement for Hazmat incidents; basically, this
team covers the eastern half of Cuyahoga County. This group of firefighters have specialized
training in the following areas: basic and advanced rope rescue, high angle rope rescue,
tower rescue, trench, confined space, dive, ice, swift water, Haz-Mat and structural collapse.
There are also several members on the team who are Hazmat Technicians. All members of
the team are also part of the Ohio Region 2 Strike Force Team that covers the following
counties: Ashtabula, Cuyahoga, Geauga, Lake and Lorain.
Our Rescue Engine 811 is outfitted with an array of rope rescue equipment and cold
weather suits. While we would not be able to outfit our truck to handle every technical
rescue, the equipment that we do have would give us the capability to make patent contact
and initiate patient care provided that we have trained personal on scene that would be able to
safely handle that situation.
The team continued to train and be incident ready in the disciplines of Rope Rescue,
Confined Space Rescue, Trench Rescue, Building Collapse Rescue, Water Rescue and Dive.
Members participated in monthly training sessions as well as advanced specialized training
opportunities.
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2021 CALL OUTS
The team responded to a total of 16 callouts this year and they are as follows:

TRAINING
The members of the tech team put in a total of 243.75 hours of training. These hours
include mandatory training by the tech team and specialized training. The team now requires
all members to attend at least 75% of all drills. This is to assure that all members are staying
proficient in all disciplines. All the participating department chiefs have agreed to this new
standard as well. This year, all HHFD members that are currently on the team were able to
fulfill this requirement.
In 2021 the Hillcrest area chiefs have entered into talks with the Willoughby Fire
Department on letting them join the team. The Willoughby Fire Department would bring
additional equipment, manpower and a plethora of knowledge to our team. Members of the
Willoughby Fire Department have been training with the team in 2021 to get a feel of what
our capabilities are and it also gave the team a chance to evaluate those individuals’ skill
level to see if they would be a good fit for the team. Going forward I feel the members of the
Willoughby Fire Department would make an excellent addition to the team.
For 2022 the East Tech Team will try to continue to train every month for approx. 8
hours and attended any specialized classes that the team may put on.
I would like to take a moment to thank Mayor Chuck Brunello, Chief William Turner
and all the Highland Heights City Council Members for their continued support of our team.
Without your support the team wouldn’t be possible.
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EAST TECHNICAL RESCUE TEAM
ESTABLISHED 2018
SERVING THE COMMUNITIES OF: BEACHWOOD, BEDFORD, CLEVELAND HEIGHTS, EUCLID, GATES MILLS,
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, LYNDHURST, MAYFIELD HEIGHTS, MAYFIELD VILLAGE, PEPPER PIKE, RICHMOND
HEIGHTS, SHAKER HEIGHTS, SOLON, SOUTH EUCLID, WILLOUGHBY HILLS AND UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS

LIST OF ETRT SPECIFIC CERTIFICATIONS FOR HHFD MEMBERS
Collapse
Madger, Kevin
Madger, Kevin
Madger, Kevin
Saltenis, David
Saltenis, David
Saltenis, David
Smelcer, Jeremy
Stark, Neil

Rope
Structural Collapse Ops- Level 1
Structural Collapse Tech 2
Advanced Structural Collapse 3
Structural Collapse Operations
Structural Collapse Tecnician 2
Advanced Structural Collapse 3
Structural Collapse Level 1
Structural Collapse Operations -

Confined Space
Madger, Kevin
Smelcer, Jeremy
Smelcer, Jeremy
Stark, Neil
Stark, Neil

HazMat Incident Command

Rescue Certification
Madger, Kevin
Madger, Kevin
Saltenis, David
Saltenis, David
Saltenis, David
Saltenis, David
Saltenis, David
Saltenis, David
Smelcer, Jeremy
Smelcer, Jeremy
Smelcer, Jeremy
Stark, Neil
Stark, Neil

Heavy Rescue-Auto/Machinery
Field Force Extrication Tactics
Paratech University- Heavy
Wide Area Search
Heavy Equipment Rigging Specialist
Farm Rescue
Auto & Machinery Extrication
Heavy Vehicle Technical Rescue
Paratech University, Heavy Vehicle
Heavy Equipment Rigging Specialist
Certified Rescue Technician - Level
Vehicle and Machinery - Level 1

Madger, Kevin
Saltenis, David
Saltenis, David
Smelcer, Jeremy
Stark, Neil

Trench Rescue Ops- Level 1
Trench and Excavation Rescue Awarness
Trench and Excavation Rescue Technician
Trench Entry and Rescue
Trench Rescue - Level 1

Water
Madger, Kevin
Madger, Kevin
Madger, Kevin
Saltenis, David
Saltenis, David
Saltenis, David
Saltenis, David
Saltenis, David
Smelcer, Jeremy
Stark, Neil

SUBMITTED BY: LIEUTENANT DAVID A. SALTENIS
TECH TEAM LIAISON
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Rope Rescue Ops- Level 1
Rope Rescue-Level 2
Rope - Basic & Intermediate - Operation Level
Rope Rescue - Level 2
Level 1 Rope Rescue
Level 2 Rope Rescue
Rope Rescue - Level 1

Trench
Confined Space Ops-Level 1
Confined Space Technician- NFPA
Confined Space - Level 1
Confined Space Technician
Confined Space

HazMat Technician
Madger, Kevin
Saltenis, David
Saltenis, David

Madger, Kevin
Madger, Kevin
Saltenis, David
Saltenis, David
Smelcer, Jeremy
Smelcer, Jeremy
Stark, Neil

Water Rescue Ops- Level 1
Swiftwater Tech
Swiftwater/Flood Search and Rescue Tech
Water Rescue Operations -Level 1
Water Rescue Technician
Swiftwater Technician
Dry Suit Diver / Open Water Diver
Dive Rescue 1
Swiftwater Technician
Water Rescue -Level 1

HIGHLAND HEIGHTS FIRE DEPARTMENT
HILLCREST-HEIGHTS REGIONAL FIRE INVESTIGATION UNIT
2021
The Hillcrest Regional Fire Investigation Strike Force was created in 1997 to assist our
membership with the determination of fire origin / cause within each respective community. The
team later expanded in 2018 / 2019 to include the cities of Cleveland Heights, Euclid, Shaker
Heights, and University Heights. The fire investigation unit has been renamed Hillcrest-Heights
Regional Fire Investigation Unit (HHRFIU) to better-reflect all communities our membership.
The HHRFIU functions with a roster of (42) fire investigators proudly serving the
following (13) communities:
• Beachwood
• Lyndhurst
• South Euclid
• Cleveland Heights
• Mayfield Heights
• Shaker Heights
• Euclid
• Mayfield Village
• University Heights
• Gates Mills
• Pepper Pike
• Highland Heights
• Richmond Heights
There were (13) requests for the Hillcrest-Heights Fire Investigation Unit in 2021:
8. 11/12/2021
Euclid FD
1. 02/17/2021
Lyndhurst FD
9. 11/23/2021
Richmond Heights FD
2. 03/27/2021
Shaker Heights FD
10. 12/11/2021
Cleveland Heights FD
3. 04/19/2021
Shaker Heights FD
11. 12/16/2021
Cleveland Heights FD
4. 05/14/2021
Shaker Heights FD
12. 12/19/2021
South Euclid FD
5. 08/03/2021
South Euclid FD
13. 12/24/2021
Lyndhurst FD
6. 10/16/2021
Richmond Heights FD
7. 10/18/2021
Euclid FD
Of the (13) fire investigation requests listed above - (3) fires involved a fatality. The State
Fire Marshal’s office (SFM) takes over all fatal fire investigations, but our HHRFIU
investigators remain on the scene to assist SFM investigator(s) gathering evidence / perform their
investigation.
The team normally meets bi-monthly for 2-3 hours of case review and continuing education.
As a team, we continuously strive to utilize best-practices and embrace new technologies. This
year the team committed to provide our membership with in-house training provided by Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) agents to utilize the national Bomb Arson
Tracking System (BATS) reporting software system. The BATS system was originally
developed / used by the ATF, but is now used by Ohio SFM investigators. Utilizing the no-cost
BATS software gives HHRFIU investigators the ability to work seamlessly with ATF and/or
SFM investigators. We now have the ability to combine our investigation data into one unified
fire investigation report as well as track arson investigations / trends in our region.
Lastly, HHRFIU would like to thank local Home Depot Store #3842 (manager Scott
Sypniewski) for their generous donation of $1000.00 to be used towards the purchase of new
DeWalt cordless tools, LED lighting, and a portable storage case. Their donation kept HHRFIU
under budget for the year despite the rising cost of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and relettering our truck (Unit 677) to reflect the team’s new name.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED BY,
LIEUTENANT TIMOTHY J. NELSON
FIRE INVESTIGATOR / HHRFIU DIRECTOR
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HIGHLAND HEIGHTS FIRE DEPARTMENT
SPAN SWAT ANNUAL REPORT
2021
The SPAN SWAT team had another challenging year while being faced with COVID-19. Our
call outs were down 50% from 2020 totaling 7. We had multiple operators test positive for the virus,
leaving us to carry out warrant services with low manning.
The Suburban Anti-Crime Network (SPAN SWAT) team is a specialized team consisting of two
to three police officers from each of the Hillcrest Area Police Departments. All police officers have
advanced training in Special Weapons and Tactics as well as Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC).
Most of our call outs consisted of scheduled warrant services. As a Tactical Paramedic, my main priority
is the safety of all team members including myself. I coordinate with local hospitals and Fire Departments
on each call out and notify them with any needs. Before and after every call I account for each operator
and check for any injuries or complaints an operator may have.
All team members continued training on their issued medical equipment throughout the year.
Each year I put together a power point/ hands on training for the team. The training consists of selfaid/buddy aid and follows the TCCC guidelines.
This year I was promoted to Senior SWAT Operator. This is the highest-ranking title our team
offers. In order to be considered for this promotion you must have over 100 call outs, over 8 years of
service on the team, and must have completed both, Basic and Advanced SWAT school.
This year I put together a hands-on training that
consisted of identifying and treating life threatening
injuries.
• (As pictured above) Team members have to
properly identify life threatening injuries and treat
them accordingly.
•
Realistic limbs and manikins are used in a
sensory deprivation atmosphere to have a more hands
on experience for the operators.

My training in 2022 will continue to focus on increasing
the knowledge of all team members in the areas of Self-Aid/Buddy-Aid, Basic Trauma Care,
CPR, Officer Down Rescue, and staying up to date with new advancements in Tactical
Emergency Medicine.

SUBMITTED BY: FIREFIGHTER / PARAMEDIC GEORGE GLASNEY
SPAN SWAT TACTICAL PARAMEDIC
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TRI-COMMUNITY (CERT) COMMUNITY EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM
2021 REPORT TO OUR COMMUNITIES
Pandemic-related activities
At the beginning of 2021 and through June, Tri-community CERT provided volunteers for the
Cuyahoga County Board of Heath. Volunteers worked at various sites including the Mayfield
High School. CERT volunteers were provided priority vaccinations for their service to the
community. Tri Community CERT had more volunteer hours than any team in the county in
support of the vaccination program. One thousand and fourteen hours of volunteer time!

Community Activities
We supported first responders during the following events:
• Mayfield Village Fireworks
• Mayfield Heights Unity Days
• Mayfield Heights First Responders
Night
• Highland Heights Home Day - 9/11
Remembrance
• Mayfield Cruise
Training

(Member Mike Okrent pictured)

Due to the pandemic our regular training sessions were postponed. However, there was 27
members that attended a CPR course in Mayfield in December.
New members took their training on-line. There will be a live final exam sometime in
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spring 2022.
New Members
This year 14 new members joined Tri-Community CERT. A celebration where they will
receive their backpacks is scheduled for spring 2022. Total Membership is 82 before
Richmond Heights members.
It is expected that Richmond Heights will join Highland Heights, Mayfield and Mayfield
Heights in spring 2022.
Partner agencies we have worked with:
• Red Cross
• Community Partnership on
Aging
• Cleveland Food Bank
• Catholic Charities
• Cuyahoga County Board of Health
• Cuyahoga County Office of Emergency
Management Ohio Emergency Management
Agency

FEMA Reportable Activities
Category
Admin (Exec board meetings, Planning, etc.)

273

Cuyahoga County volunteer (CCBH, food distribution, etc.)

1412

Training or related

78

Misc. Volunteer hours

209

Total Hours

1972
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Hours

